

CO-ED STAGE PEPPY VAUDEVILLE

PERFORMANCE GIVEN BY WOMEN FOR BENEFIT OF MEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

LARGE AUDIENCE ENJOYS LOCAL HITS—ARRANGEMENTS UNDER
DIRECTION OF RUTH DULLERSON AND ABLE ASSISTANTS.

Saturday night the Women's Athletic Association presented a vaudeville performance in Chase Hall of unusual merit. The women were original and unique. At 7:30 the curtain went up on the first scene of Knights College yard. The scene depicted, acting upon the type, was a football game and a state. It was stated by some that the game was as realistic, and in others who saw the apparatus seemed to function that each maneuver was unnecessary in football games.

The death of Klaher in the last act was one of the most impressive of the evening. It displayed marked talent on the part of the students who had never before interpreted the part of Klaher. The play was conceived and written by Alfred Breden of the Student class and many credit Miss Bradford for her success on the stage, and her successfully good judgment concerning the elaborate program.

The cost was as follows:
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Dorothy Davis
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Gladys Dearing

Lois Ann

Leni Goodrich

Katherine O'Hrion

Hazel Converse

in "Nobody's Darling" was especially impres-

sionable. Music presented by a chorus and prin-
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which was entitled "Sketches from Life" and

Nellie Milliken

as follows:

violin, and Elizabeth Powers, viola. The

Stone was at the piano, Ruth Wnss.

Zip lioyt

Helen Wadell

Football Players

Dorothy Hotl

Elizabeth Little

"Billy Bates"

Helen Wadell

Cheer Leader

Zip Hotl

President
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Saturday, afternoon and evening

YE OLDE Tyme Athletes

wore their old clothes into the fray—and frequently left them there. A word to the wise, "Any-who can skate or handle a stick should try for the teams. Though a perfect starter will not take the same in his first year, the experience gained will benefit his chances in later years.

Davius Jenkins has arranged an excellent schedule, for Bates men will try to do their utmost, so on when the services of Coach Wat-kins were obtained for the hockey. Watkins was a hockey man at Colgate, and will be well suited to render the sport here, though he will probably be able to take more active participation as he is handicapped with a broken ankle. There is some good veteran material, Rounds, Roberts, Stanley and Lagoe are the letter men who will be available. Many men more of the regulars of other clubs and sub-squad conditioning by road-work—seven veterans back for positions

A new feature on the season called, "Football at bat," basketball on deck, and basketball, hockey, cross-country, swimming, tennis, etc., which has had men, the roller-schuh men are perspiring daily, and within a week hockey will have its ring.

Before the Thanksgiving recess, Capt. Smith have a large squad to work with, and will be well suited to render the sport here, though he will probably be able to take more active participation as he is handicapped with a broken ankle. There is some good veteran material, Rounds, Roberts, Stanley and Lagoe are the letter men who will be available. Many men more of the regulars of other clubs and

Hockey Schedule

WELL UNDERWAY

CROSS COUNTRY MEN PLACED IN ANNUAL GRIND

The University of Maine cross-country team surprised the spectators in the historic annual New Hampshire collegiate cross-country race last Saturday by winning the event by a margin of five points. In the race held over the five-mile course at Franklin Falls, Boston.

Trotted relatively good times, first place first point first place first point first point first point first point first point first point. Captain Jack Batenius was first man to break the finish line by a few yards. Earlier institutions entered more than the usual number of team members, but for the most part they failed to live up to expectations. The Franklin Falls event has proved itself a great success in the past and educational authorities are recognizing its value over a plan of varsity-competition for more individuals to gain the ad

Basket Ball Session

WELL UNDERTWAIN

BIG GANDY QUADRUM EXCITED

Note that the entire football squad is entered, no turn our attraction to winter sports. As winter is yet in its prime, the hockey candidates have not yet been called out, but for nearly two weeks the candidates have been working hardest. Coach Smith has a large squad from the current and for the prospects for a clean sweep. Three men, Beswick, Capt. Davis, who are left over from last year's squad, and three new are expected at the starting line, and there are two for the squad who were on the Freshmen team last year. These new men are Kempten, Cressonis, Wilson Bederly, Johnson, Hecker, An- derson, Tuckett, and Bososki. Beswick, there are three more possibilities, Lotz, Cerea, Gilmore, Bosers and Rathsaw. The Freshmen have a large aggregate trying out for the Freshmen team, while Chadbles, Deen, Forde and Park are '20 and have good chances to make the varsity. The Freshman squad consists of Apgar, Ogilvie, and Frahm. Coach Smith is expecting to have another fine basketball team, with the underscoring of the team. Under Coach Smith this year, the Association is continuing usual policies, and the new organization which has been formed is doing splendid work. This group of runners was fast inereasing the distance between themselves and the rest of the field.

Hart maintained his lead throughout the race, giving the Bates boys a firm start, and no one was able to follow his pace. Though the pace was a hot one and the field was kept down to a small number of runners, the results were very close. The three men in front were Futlcr, Bick and Gratl, who had been leading, Bick and Gratl, who had been leading, Bick and Gratl, who had been leading. Though the pace was a hot one, the space between the runners was narrowed to a point of 40. The pace was always kept up, and no one was able to overtake the leaders. The time was run as follows:
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